DISC meeting 8/8/2018

14 participants: Amanda Yesilbas, David Russell (GCSC), Elena Soltau, Joanne (FAU), Krystal (FSU), Lee Dotson (UCF), Lydia Motyka, Marielle (UNF), Melissa V. (FGCU), Rebel Cummings-Sauls (FLVC), Robert Phillips, Wilhelmina Randtke (FLVC), Kelly Rowan (FIU), Xiying Mi (USF)

Announcement:

Kelley is editing a LibGuide for DISC. Group agreed to leave the LibGuide open for Transparency. The Wiki page will still exist and Kelley will move the contents to the new LibGuide.

Updates:

1. Regarding the new system and migration: Rebel will organize surveys, interviews to individual institutions for more ideas beside what DISC come up with. A new listserv is under construction for a bigger community to receive the message. Timeline is to do investigation till next year and to conduct review and test on some candidates. Recommendation will come out in 2020.

2. Rebel has confirmed that PALLM Collections are still supported by FLVC.

3. Vision and Mission Statement: Rebel is working it. She will have FLVC management team and Digital Services unit look at it and have some discussion. We should be able to hear something next week.

4. FDA is at an emergency situation. New options have been explored and Rebel is doing cost estimations and there is no decisions have been made yet. Possibly September we will hear more about it. Folks mentions Archivematica, Glacier/Snowball, ArchiveSpace as their preservation solutions.

Member discussions:

Kelley has offered help on batch creating file folders. Here is the LibGuide page: library.fiu.edu/friendly.php?s=digitalprojects, Kelley's email: krowan@fiu.edu